Abstract. Let X be an infinite-dimensional complex Banach space and let C(X) denote the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. We write $ g (X) for the following class of operators: $g(X) = {T € C(X) : there is some S € such that
If S is a pseudo-inverse of T then TS is a projection onto T(X) and I -ST is a projection onto N(T).
For proofs see [2] , [3] or [4] . The ideal of all finite-dimensional operators in C(X) is denoted by F(X). Let C denote the quotient algebra C(X)/!F (X) and write T for the coset T + T(X) of T in C. The following characterization of Fredholm operators is well known (see [4] , Satz 81.1):
(
1.1) T <E $(X) <=> T is invertible in C.
The following definition is due to S.R. Caradus [2] , Chapter 3:
DEFINITION. T e C{X) is called a generalized Fredholm operator if T is relatively regular and there is a pseudo-inverse S of T such that I -ST -TS G $(X).

Put
$g(X) = {Te C(X) :
T is generalized Fredholm}.
PROPOSITION. (a) ?{X) C * 9 {X). (b) $(X) C $ g (X). (c) IfTe ${X) then for each pseudo-inverse S of T we have I -ST -TS € ${X) and ind(/ -ST-TS) = 0. (d) IfTe &g(X) then there is 6 > 0 such that T-XIe $ g (X) for |A| < S and
T -XI e $(X)for 0 < |A| < 6.
Proof, (a) Take T e F(X). Then, by [4] , Satz 75.6, T is relatively regular. Let S be a pseudo-inverse of T. 
Clearly we have ST + TS € J-'(X), thus I-ST-TS e &(X), by (1.1). (b) and (c) Let S be a pseudo-inverse of T. Since (I -ST)(X) = N(T), it follows that I -ST € T{X). Hence / = ST. From X = (TS)(X) © (I -TS)(X) and T(X) = (TS)(X) we get I -TS e T(X). This gives TS = I = ST. Hence (I-ST-TS) + F(X) = -I.
This shows that (I -ST -TS) + T{X) is invertible in C. By (1.1), we get I-ST-TS e $(X). Put A = I -ST -TS. It follows that
Let K,(X) denote the closed ideal of all compact operators on X. It follows from [4] , Satz 81.3, that
Let us mention a further well-known characterization of Fredholm operators. If we write £ for the Banach algebra C{X)/ K{X) and T for the coset T + IC(X) of T in £ then (see [4] , Satz 81.2)
Questions about Fredholm operators can often be reduced to questions about invertible elements in C{X)/J, where J is a so-called $-ideal (see [4] ). The ideals F(X) and /C(X) are -ideals. But as one might expect from (1.5) and as we shall see in our further investigations, <P-ideals different from F{X) are not suitable to answer questions about generalized Fredholm operators.
The following list is a setting up of the results which will be obtained in this paper. The proof of (A) will be given in the next section. The other results will be proved in Section 4.
there is some S G C{X) such that TST = T and I -ST -TS is invertible in C. (X) and if 0 is a boundary point of a{T) then 0 is a pole of (T-XI)- 1 .
T is a boundary point of $(X).
(H) If X is a separable Hilbert space and T G $ g (X) \ $(X) then T belongs to the boundary of the group ofinvertible operators on C{X). 
Remarks and examples
(a) For T G $ g (X) and n G N we derive from (C) that T n G $ g (X). (b) If we have T n G $ g (X) for some n G N, then in general it does not follow that T G $ g (X).
Relatively regular elements in algebras
The first proposition in this section will be of some importance in our investigations. Recall that A always denotes a complex algebra with identity e / 0.
PROPOSITION. Let t E A. (a) t is relatively regular if and only if, for some s € A, the element tst -t is relatively regular.
(b) If r is a pseudo-inverse of tst -t then s 0 = s -r + str + rts -strts is a pseudo-inverse oft.
Proof. [3] , Lemma 6 in Chapter 4. •
PROPOSITION. IfT,Se £(X) and TST-T G T{X) then TST-T and T are relatively regular.
Proof. Proposition 2.1 (b) and [4] , Satz 75.6. • For the following crucial theorem recall that C denotes the quotient algebra C{X)/J : {X) and T denotes the coset T + T(X) in C.
THEOREM. For an operator T £ £(X) the following assertions are equivalent (a) T e *,(X). (b) There is some S € £{X) such that TST = T and I -ST -TS is invertible in C.
Proof. (a)=Kb): If T G $ g (X) then , for some S € TST = T and I -ST -TS is Fredholm. This gives TST = T and, by (1.1), I-ST-TS is invertible in C. (b)=i>(a): Suppose that for some S € £{X) we have TST = T and I -ST -TS is invertible in C. It follows that TST -T € F{X), thus TST -T is relatively regular (Proposition 2.2). Let 12 be a pseudo-inverse of TST -T. Proposition 2.1 shows that
So = S -R + STR + RTS -STRTS is a pseudo-inverse of T. It follows that S 0 T = ST -RT + STRT + RTST -STRTST, thus S 0 T = ST -RT + STRT + RTST-STRTST
=T =T
= ST -RT + STRT + RT -STRT = ST.
Similarly TSo = TS.
Therefore we have / -S 0 T -TS 0 = I -ST -TS. Thus / -S 0 T -TSo is invertible in C, hence I -S 0 T -TS 0 <E #(X). Since TS 0 T = T we get T € $ g (X). m
Theorem 2.3 shows that it seems to be useful to consider elements t in an algebra A with the following properties: t is relatively regular and for some pseudo-inverse s of t the element e -st -ts is invertible in A.
Therefore we introduce the following notations: If we denote by % the canonical homomorphism 7r : C{X) -> £, then we have (2.5) = Tr-^ir 1 ) and # P (X) = tt" 1^5 ).
Ascent, descent and generalized invertible elements
In this section we shall characterize elements in A 9 in terms of ascent and descent.
Let V be a linear space (over E or C) and T : V -* V linear with kernel N(T) and range T(V). Define p(T) [resp. q(T)], the ascent [resp. descent) of T, to be the smallest integer n > 0 such that 
q r (t) = q(R t ).
PROPOSITION. Let t e A. (a) If pi(t) and qi(t) [resp. p r {t) and are both finite, then they are equal and for n = pi(t) = qi(t) [resp. n = p T (i) = q r (t)] we have
(b) For an integer n> 0 we have
Proof, (a) [4] , § 72. (b) [6] , Proposition 3.2.
•
The next proposition is due to M. Schreieck [8] , Hilfssatz 15.2. For the convenience of the reader we include a proof. 
THEOREM. For t G A the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) t G A 9 , 
(b) p,(t) = qi (t) < 1, (c) p r (t) = q r (t) < 1, (d) tut -= t and tu = ut for some u G A.
Proof. (a)=^(b): Take s G A with t = tst and e -st -ts
R(t) C R(t 2 ) C R(t).
Hence R(t) = R{t 2 ) and so p t (t) < 1. This shows that a G A~l. Therefore t G A 9 .
• Our next result is a modification of [9] , Satz 1.3.
PROPOSITION. Let ti,t 2 G A and tit 2 = ¿2^1 -Then:
(a) pi{ht 2 ) < max{i)/(ii),p/(i2)}, (b) i/^i^) < max{9i(/i),g/(/2)}-
Proof, (a) Put n = pi(h) and m = pi(t2).
If n = 00 or m = 00 we are done. So suppose that n < 00 and m < 00 and put k = max{rc, m}.
and so Pi(ht 2 ) < k.
(b) Put n -qi(ti), m = qi(t 2 ) and suppose that n,m < 00. The above example shows that if t n G A 9 for some n G N then, in general, it does not follow that t G A 9 .
3.8.
Remark. It might be of some interest that there is another proof for Corollary 3.7: Let t G A 9 and let s G A with t = tst and e-st-ts G A Put a = e -st -ts and b = a~l. For n G N define
By induction it is easy to see that t n s n t n = t n , t n s n = ts and s n t n = st for each n G N. Thus for each n G M we have t n s n t n = t n and e -t n s n -s n t n = e -ts -st G A' 1 .
PROPOSITION. Let t G A 9 . Then there is exactly one s G A such that tst -t, sts = s and ts = st. Furthermore we have s
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 there is u G A with tut = t and tu = ut. Put s = utu. Then it is easy to see that
tst = t, sts = s and st -ts.
Since t is a pseudo-inverse of s and ts = st, it follows from Theorem 3. 
Properties of $ g (X) In this section let A = C = C(X)/F{X).
At the end of Section 2 we have seen that 4.7. Remarks, (a) In Section 1 we have seen that if T n G $ g (X) for some n G N, it does, in general, not follow that T G $ g (X) .
THEOREM. $ g (X) + T(X) C $ g (X).
Proof. Let T G $ g (X) and F G F(X)
(b) In Section 1 we have seen that if TI,T 2 G $ g (X) , it does, in general, not follow that T X T 2 G $ g (X) . T(X) is closed. T € * g (X) => T* e * g (X*).
Now let T G $ g (X)
and R as in Theorem 4.8 (e). Since, by (4.9), T* € <t> g (X*) we get from Theorem 4.8 (e) (T -R)(X) is closed, dim JV(T -R) < oo and dim N(T* -R*) < oo.
Then it follows from [4] , Satz 82.1, that codim(T -R)(X) = dim N(T* -R*) < oo.
It results that T -R G ${X).
Or next theorem shows that we can improve this result. 
Because of R G $(X) we get
RUT -AR = R(UT -XI) G <5(X) for 0 < |A| < S.
Hence RUT -A Re Z~l for 0 < |A| < 6. Since RU = /, we derive for 0 < |A| < 6 that T-XRe C~l and so T -XR G $(X).
• For a subset M of C{X) let dM and M denote, respectively, the boundary and the closure of M.. 
